
Carleton Condominium
Corporation 423

Rideau Gate

Association condominiale
Carleton no 423 Rideau Gate

Board of Directors Meeting and Owners Forum
March 25, 2021

In attendance: President: Bruce Miller (PH6)
Vice President: Kathy Stiles (406)
Vice President: Rudy Vandenbelt (PH4)   
Treasurer: Philip Stone (210)
Secretary: Patricia Skinner (409)
Property Manager: Anne Makuch

1. Owners Forum

A record of the discussion at the Owners Forum is at the end of these Minutes.

2. Call to order: 6:35 pm

3. Approval/additions to the Agenda: The agenda as provided was approved.

4. Approval of minutes: None

5. Confirmation of e-votes: None

6. Confirmation of Decisions:

The BOD decided that the cost of parking permits would be paid by CCC423.
Moved: Rudy Vandenbelt
Second: Philip Stone
Carried

7. Financial Report (provided by the Treasurer, Philip Stone)

The COVID19 pandemic continues to dominate and hold important implications
for economic recovery and CCC423.

The US President introduced a package of policy measures to promote recovery;
Canada continues to exercise many diverse policy measures to counter the negative
impact of the virus on individuals and the Canadian economy. Many of these measures
are starting to achieve their goal of promoting both economic and social development.
While mass vaccinations are going to stem the adverse impacts of COVID-19, Canada
is not out of danger and continued diligence is preached. Biden’s recovery package
should stimulate the US economy and this will have spin on effect to Canadian exports
given our export dependence on that market.
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In a recent prospective, the OECD forecast growth at 5.6% in 2021 for the OECD
countries, with good growth in USA. Canada it noted will also benefit from slightly higher
economic growth than last forecast.  A recent report in the Globe noted some 4%
growth forecast for Canada in. 2021. Of note in this economic overview, in early
February, the BoC kept its base interest rate at 0.25% while noting that they expect the
second quarter to show some economic growth. Also, in February the rate of inflation
was reported at 1.1%, a marginal increase over January but within the BoC guide for
the Canadian economy.  In addition, Canadian job numbers for February advanced
some 235,000 across broad range of sectors. A sure sign that industry is increasing
productive or service capacity. Unemployment dropped to 8% nationally and was lower
for Ottawa.

Pressures on Canadian housing markets, including condominiums, is driving
prices higher. Higher valuations will lead eventually to increased taxes for units and
owners, thus raising housing costs for owners. One can only hope for responsible City
governance as house prices could potentially face a decline in the future; but, we know,
taxes stay constant = they rarely decline.

The environmental trend continues with automobile manufacturers signaling
conversion to electric non-carbon emission vehicles through mid-decade.  This raises
issues for RG to be prepared for increased demands for EV plug-ins. There will be
some capital expenditure implied for CCC423 in this trend towards environmental
conversion from carbon-based products precisely in the garage.  Installation will likely
be a joint CCC423 and owner cost shared approach.

The RG has implemented important upgrades in its capital stock in recent years -
windows, elevators, roofing, refurbishing exterior, garage etc. The all-important capital
asset maintenance is fortunately paid for from the RF. Work is not complete however as
the podium deck is next on the agenda from the RFS “to do” list. A heads-up on the
podium’s present status could occur with a start made this year in the patio outside unit
102 (Atwill contract component) where a chronic leak into the unit has been happening.
This initial repair will also provide some insight into the state of the podium. We know
also that there is a problem on the 959-side, northeast building corner, where water has
leaked into the garage. Continued due diligence regarding the property is safeguarding
owner assets, but these repairs draw down the RF. At present, the BOD should be able
to manage podium repairs within budget constraints. Prioritizing capital expenditures
ensures longer life for the structure. Nevertheless, from time to time, the unforeseen
happen, like the break in the water valve last season. Managing carefully such events
could mean delays for other major capital issues thus mitigating any capital draw down
on owners

The budget is upon us and internal discussions will continue until months end,
when owners will be provided with a BOD decision on their 21-22 condo fees for their
units.
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A review of the monthly operations and reserve fund books is available from
Anne Makuch’s management report.  From the February data, there are few serious
issues concerning exceeding budget forecast; however, by year's end the expectation is
expenditures to be close to target for most line items. On the utilities side Gas is up
probably reflecting the colder weather in February and increased unit costs. Similarly,
costs for Hydro and water have increased. Of course, the extra cleaning in RG due to
the pandemic shows up within the accounts. Given some electrical maintenances there
are increased cost showing from both outdoor and internal repairs. Of concern, there
remains an outstanding receivable that should be recovered as it is over 90 days past
due.

The Reserve Fund awaits expenditures due to resumption of the Atwill work and
owners have been alerted to access to the garage and balconies that must be
refurbished - noting removal of personal effects required. The garage columns and
ramp will be one of the early spring issues with owners making alternate parking
arrangements with city temporary parking permits to be issued, which are being
charged against the Atwill ledger. The Atwill cost will be fully covered by the RF this FY.

The Financial report was accepted.
Moved: Philip Stone
Second: Kathy Stiles
Carried

8. Management Report:

Window & Patio Door Repair:
The BOD asked when Verdun will be on-site to complete repairs.  Anne reported Verdun
said they checked all mullions & flashing and have ordered what’s needed. A boom will
be required to access some areas.  No date was provided for the start of the work.

Fire Doors:
The BOD asked CI to check all fire doors, as some are not closing properly which is a
fire code and safety issue.

Lighting:
CI advises that it will take approximately 2 weeks to receive the order for more energy
efficient bulbs for the wall sconces.
They are aware that the sensor for the exterior archway lighting (969 side) needs to be
rewired.

9. Issues to Discuss:

Carpet replacement:
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The BOD asked CI to provide a quote on replacing the carpet in the elevators as well as
those in the garage level elevator lobbies.  A decision will be made once the quote is
provided.

AGM timing:
The BOD is hoping to hold the annual general meeting in July, pending receiving the
auditor’s report in time to provide it to owners 14 days in advance.  COVID restrictions
on larger gatherings may impact the date and location, but the BOD will put a hold on
the outside terrace at the Rideau Sports Club in hopes an in-person meeting will be
possible

Lighting:
Courtyard:  A number of fixtures aren’t working though it’s not clear in all cases if
fixtures are faulty or bulbs are out.  Some of the motion-activated lights need repairs as
they are hanging by their wires.
959 Archway:  An electrician will be asked to quote on what’s need to ensure the sensor
and all the lights work.

10. Review of Issues Document / Action List:

Pigeons / Balcony Netting
CI will send a notice to owners with the policy on installing balcony netting.

Repair to irrigation system
Repairs will be completed in May once the chance of another freeze is over.  CI will
inquire about irrigating in zones during the balcony repairs to avoid areas where the
scaffolding is installed.

11. New Business:

None

12. Date of next meeting:

The next Board of Directors meeting will be on April 22 at 6:00pm.

13. Adjournment:

The meeting was adjourned at 8:10 pm.
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Patricia Skinner, Secretary Bruce Miller, President
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Owners Forum

Bruce began with thanks to the owners attending, and introduced Philip to present the
proposed budget.  Philip reviewed the current year, upcoming projects and the
expectations for services, providing an overview and context for each of the major areas
(utilities, contracts, maintenance, administration, RF and condo fees).
Utility costs have risen based on increases announced by the government, adding that
while Ontario provided some utility subsidies during the previous fiscal year, it’s
uncertain if subsidies will be extended to the next fiscal year.
Contract cost increases are straight forward, as they are in place under current
contracts or have been estimated based on previous contracts.
Maintenance and repair line items were adjusted, based on the previous year's totals
and expectations.  Philip pointed out the new item in the budget related to COVID19
expenses, explaining this gives us a better grasp on the cost to ensure the building is
secure from a sanitary perspective.
Administration costs remain relatively unchanged; some adjustments were made based
on this year's invoices, and increased insurance fees.
Reserve Fund – the Atwill refurbishing is covered under the 20-21 budget and any costs
extended into 21-22 are charged against accrued funds so will not affect the 21-22
budget. All other items such as the podium work planned in 21-22 are captured in the
existing Reserve Fund estimates. Generally, the Reserve Fund is able to meet capital
expenditures through 21-22.
Condo Fees – the BOD’s ambition is to keep the increase to 2.4%, however a final
determination is necessary to account for ongoing operations costs.  This will allow for a
small amount of budgetary wriggle room, necessary for an older building such as ours.
Questions / comments included the following:

● The impact to the gardens from the spring work on the garage, brick and
balconies

● The number of visitors allowed under the current COVID restrictions
● The doorknob on the 3rd floor fire door in stairwell B needs to be replaced.
● A request for another notice to remind residents not to let strangers into the

building,
● Birds nesting under the flashing
● The garden committee is looking for new volunteers
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The Owners Forum ended 6:30pm
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